
Nano Health Wire construction
as designed by John Anderson

Begin by collecting your supplies. I use 14 gauge and 22 gauge wire obtained from regular house wiring and computer network CAT 5 cable. Strip lengths 
of the wire to remove the insulation. There are many methods that work. 

The first piece is the pin...

Cut a length roughly the length of your longest finger. The cut piece will have ragged, chisel shaped ends. 

File or sand one end to a point.



The other end still has the chisel shape, so hold it in your pliers so that when it is bent, the chisel is aligned with the direction of the wire...

Then bend the end into a loop...

and squish it closed...

And there you have the center pin for your health wire...



Next is to wind the two coils. Obtain your 22 gauge wire...

Cut two pieces using your arm as a gauge, One piece from your ongest finger to your elbow, one from the longest finger to your armpit. This introduces the
golden ratio into your pen. I don't know if this is necessary or even the best way, but it makes sense to me.

Next using a mandrel of some sort, the diameter being about 3 times the thickness of your pin wire wind your first coil using the shorter of the two coil 
wires.

Try to be neat here. It is not really necessary for the function, but it makes things easier later.



Then do the same thing for the longer wire. Use a mandrel about 6 times the diameter of the pin wire. If you can't find things to use for mandrels that are 
these sizes, just try to be close. The important thing is to have space between the pin and both coils.

Once this is done the assembly can begin.

Start with the smaller coil and place it over the pin

Carefully wrap the loose ends ofhte coil around the pin tightly. Be careful not to squash the coil or twist the winding too much. 
It suld look like this when you have it connected at both ends. 



You wll find that stretching the coil a bit is necessary. I use a method that gently “bounces” the coil longer by tugging gently and repeatedly until it is long 
enough. Try to keep the pin nicely centered in the coil.

With the larger coil, it is helpful to pre bend one end to help keeping things centered.

Then wrap the larger coil around the pin, making sure to have the larger coil a little bit longer than the smaller coil.

This can be a bit tricky, so be careful and try not to distort the coils very much.



And that's it...

Adjust the ends so that they are centered nicely. Tighten the wrapping so the coils don't slip around and get some praise from someone in the room...

Although I do think neatness counts, it appears that even hand wound and scrunched up health wires function. 
Be sure to crimp the very ends of the coil wires tight to the pin so that there are no pointy bits sticking out.

Once the assembly is nano coated, (I use the hot bath method as I get the nicest results that way), protect the coils from distortion and damage with silicon 
or possibly wax. I use silicon sealant and put the finished coils in a stripped down dry erase marker. These markers are easy to disassemble and don't have 
much inside to clean out. They are comfortable to hold and just about the perfect size for coils made according to these dimensions.

Remember, this is in large part an artistic endeavor, so feel free to adjust as you feel. 


